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VASILY GROSSMAN AND LIFE AND FATE
Vasily Grossman was born in 1905 in Berdichev, a Ukrainian city boasting
a Jewish population of 30,000, and grew up through the upheavals of
WWI and the Russian Revolution. He gained an education in Chemical
Engineering despite a love literature and worked for several years in a
soap factory and then a coal mine, which provided the setting for his
first novel. Attention from major Russian writers, including Maxim Gorky,
eventually allowed him to leave engineering and take up writing full-time.
Grossman published several novels in the 1930s, including Stephen
Kol’chugin, which won a Stalin Prize. Though this decade saw the
arrests and exile of many in the writing community, Grossman avoided
persecution, despite moments of brashness. In 1938 his wife Olga
Mikhailovna was taken into custody following the arrest of her exhusband. Grossman immediately adopted her children to prevent their
deportation to the camps and aggressively petitioned NKVD head Yerhov
to gain her release.

Unbeknownst by the authorities, Grossman had distributed two copies
of Life and Fate to acquaintances outside the literary world. Following
his death in 1964, one of these copies was microfilmed and smuggled
abroad with the help of physicist Andrei Sakharov. The work was
published in Switzerland in 1980 and was followed by translation in
French and German. Following Glasnost, an edition appeared in Russia
with some passages removed.
The reputation of Life and Fate continues to grow within the world
literary canon, with many regarding the book as a modern rival to War
and Peace. France’s La Monde has called it ‘the greatest Russian novel of
the 20th century’.

Deemed unfit for service at the outbreak of WWII, Grossman became
a War Correspondent for Red Star. He excelled in this role, serving at
the Battle for Moscow, during the brutal street-fighting of Stalingrad
and onwards from the liberation of the Ukraine to the Fall of Berlin.
Renowned for his courage, he came close to death several times,
including having an unexploded grenade land at his feet.
Few war correspondents wrote with Grossman’s style and insight, his
ability to capture the stark brutality of battle endearing him to both the
officer corps and the enlisted. Known for his tenacity, he would interview
everyone from peasants to top army officers to build realistic and
rounded accounts of conditions. With an eye towards communication
over reportage, he refrained from taking notes so as not to daunt his
subjects. Written slowly with maximum focus – in bunkers, fields or
transport vehicles – his pieces were the gold-standard for war reportage.
Throughout the war, Grossman battled guilt at not having had his
mother evacuated from Berdichev in the early days of the German
invasion. Eager to ascertain her welfare, he rode with the first units
liberating the Ukraine, arriving in Berdichev to confirm his greatest fear:
his mother and the entire Jewish population had been systematically
murdered by the Germans. He wrote ‘Ukraine without Jews’, a piece
that was never published in Soviet Russia, as it came up against Stalin’s
pronouncement that Jewish deaths were not to be separated from the
total war dead. Though cloaked in the guise of national unity, the dictum
effectively covered up Ukrainian complicity in the Nazi exterminations
and buried the issue of anti-Semitism within Stalin’s USSR. Grossman was
the first to write about German death camps and the Holocaust, with his
work ‘The Hell of Treblinka’ used as evidence in the Nuremberg Trials.
The experiences of these years coalesced into Life and Fate, which
explores the senseless brutality of war and themes such as conditioning
and the complexity of life in a totalitarian society. Embedded within the
pages of Life and Fate is Grossman’s guilt at his mother’s death. In a
letter to her discovered after his death, he wrote:
I have tried dozens, or maybe hundreds of times, to imagine how
you died, how you walked to meet your death. I tried to imagine
the person who killed you. He was the last person to see you. I
know you were thinking about me … during all that time.
Following the war, Grossman returned to literature, his work straddling
the line of acceptability. His 1952 novel on Stalingrad, For a Just Cause,
though not overtly anti-Soviet, was viewed by Stalin with suspicion
and removed from the Stalin Prize list. Around this time Grossman was
approached to denounce Jewish doctors involved in an alleged murder
plot against the leader – an act to which he acquiesced, aware that a rise
in official anti-Semitism put his life in danger. Stalin’s death in early 1953
likely prevented his eventual arrest during this period.
Following Khrushchev’s denunciation of Stalin and the moderate
thaw of the late 1950s, Grossman sent Life and Fate for publication.
Shortly thereafter, three KGB agents arrived at his flat and confiscated
all copies of the work, his typewriter, carbon paper and even his
typewriter ribbons. The book had been deemed dangerous to Soviet
security and officially ‘arrested’. Grossman appealed to Khruschev
directly and the book was sent to Poliburo ideologue Mikhail Suslov,
who pronounced it unpublishable for 200 or 300 years. This outcome
sent Grossman into a depression and noticeable physical decline,
though he continued to work in secret on Everything Flows, a novel
even more critical of Soviet society.

CAST
(in order of appearance)
Anna Shtrum
Tatiana Shestakova
Viktor Shtrum, her son
Sergey Kuryshev
Liuda, his wife
Elena Solomonova
Nadya, their daughter
Daria Rumyantseva
Genia, Liuda’s sister
Elizaveta Boyarskaya
Abarchuk, Liuda’s ex-husband Vladimir Seleznev
Krymov, Genia’s ex-husband
Alexey Zubarev
Monidze
Anatoly Kolibyanov
Barchatov
Igor Chernevich
Ugarov
Pavel Gryaznov
Pavliukov
Stanislav Nikolskiy
Guard
Oleg Gaianov
Shishakov
Alexander Koshkarev
Kovchenko
Igor Chernevich
Sevastianov
Oleg Ryazantsev
Sokolov
Alexey Morozov
Michail Mostovskoy
Igor Ivanov
Liss
Oleg Dmitriev
Ikonnikov
Oleg Ryazantsev
Ershov
Alexey Morozov
Osipov
Vladimir Zakharyev
Novikov
Danila Kozlovskiy
Getmanov
Alexander Koshkarev
Runner
Stanislav Tkachenko
Vershkov
Stanislav Nikolskiy
Secret Service Officer
Maxim Pavlenko
Driver
Oleg Gaianov
Prisoners 	Elizaveta Boyarskaya, Ekaterina
Kleopina, Urszula Malka,Alena
Starostina, Anastasia Zabirova,
Alexander Pulinets
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NOTE FROM THE DIRECTOR
It is 1943 and Hitler’s Germany and Stalin’s Russia have entered into a
struggle of life or death.
A prominent scientist, an academic physicist, who has finally
approached the secret of creating an atomic bomb, returns to
Moscow from evacuation. He is Jewish, and in this respect he has
been decidedly unlucky. Though the Holocaust is supposed to
be happening on the other side of the front, nationalism and antiSemitism are becoming the unspoken policy of Stalin’s system. Jewish
mentality, Jewish art, Jewish physics – these terms emerge in Soviet
academic, cultural and political spheres. The physicist is ostracised,
thrown out of his Institute and is facing a terrible dilemma: to stay
faithful to the truth, to science, to himself and perish; or to repent
and confess non-existing sins and non-existing mistakes. He fully
understands the consequences of the first choice. Too many of his
relatives are now in Stalin’s concentration camps. In these terrible
times a man is easily turned into concentration camp dirt.
A historical coincidence will save the academic. The Soviet State needs
the atomic bomb and Stalin is aware of it. Stalin’s personal phone call
to this outcast scientist becomes the miracle that will return life, hope,
success and recognition to him and his family. The scientist is elated
– he once more believes in the system and in the logic of the Soviet
State being right. He is ready to forget all his relatives, friends and
colleagues who are gone.
Life goes on. And very soon the physicist, Shtrum, will again face a
dilemma. It so happens that to be true to oneself when acclaimed,
recognised and miraculously saved is much harder than when you are
a despised outcast. He is not alone. He is surrounded by a world of his
near and dear – people he loves, on whom he cheats, and who love
each other. At the front, in evacuation, in the capital of the country
waging war, or in the terrible torture rooms of Lubianka, life does not
stop. In the ghettos, German concentration camp, and in one of the
endless camps of Stalin’s Gulag, people continue to live, make love
and suffer. Everywhere they are trying to understand how this could
have happened, how this horror could have happened to them.
God grants life but man shapes his own fate. Grossman’s Life and Fate is
in fact a simple family story, and it presents us with a vast panorama of
the events and problems of the 20th and 21st centuries. In our everyday
lives we still encounter the modern guises of fascism, communism,
nationalism, totalitarianism, extremism, cruelty and lack of freedom. In
spite of everything, people still continue to live, love and hope.
Over the past few years the young students and actors of the Maly
Drama Theatre school have been researching the history of their
own country and of the world. They have been studying Grossman’s
great novel, meeting people who were young in the 1930s and ’40s,
and visiting and rehearsing in the territory of Osvenzen and several of
Stalin’s concentration camps in the Gulag. Thus, they are learning their
profession and trying to understand their own humanity. This is how
Brothers and Sisters, Gaudeamus and Claustrophobia were created,
and how the new generation of Russian artists is being born.
Once again we are facing the world and ourselves with the most
difficult questions. We believe that the emotion, passion, movement,
dance, music and singing found in theatre can make people hear, feel
and understand the most profound things.
Lev Dodin

Q&A WITH LEV DODIN
What were the challenges of adapting the work?
While rehearsing Life and Fate for three years, we had to do a lot of
research about that time period. We explored archives, read books
and went on a research trip to Auschwitz and later to what is left of
a former Gulag territory. The novel faced the actors with the needs
of absolute emotional openness and colossal historical knowledge. I
hadn’t written the adaptation beforehand – the moment you do, you
turn a great novel into another bad adaptation. So when we began
the rehearsals, we improvised through the whole novel, all 700 pages
of it. Some chapters we rehearsed word for word, some in less detail.
This is how we worked, improvising and sorting out together with the
actors which bits were most important for our story, which bits felt
fresh and alive. We were naturally faced with the dilemma ‘how do we

link all those bits together?’ And I thought finally that the main thread
of the story was Viktor Shtrum, because he is very much the alter ego
of Vasily Grossman himself.
Do you believe theatre can make a difference in the political life of a
society?
Maybe the most important thing that is left after history is culture,
art. Of course, we read the memoirs of Winston Churchill, but what
Erich Maria Remarque and Ernest Hemingway wrote about war cuts
us much deeper then the veritable political documents of the time.
Unlike history written by historians, history written by art is mainly
about the fates of specific people. The only thing that can help us gain
the feeling of how horrible everything was is getting to know the fate
of one specific human being. You know, when historians say ‘Stalin or
Hitler annihilated millions’, many people are tempted to think ‘those
two were great personalities, annihilating millions is no small order’.
But when art says ‘Stalin or Hitler annihilated this specific human being,
this person whom you’ve grown to know and like’, you think differently
because he’s destroyed someone you know and like.
What thoughts/ideas/reflections do you hope the audience will go
away with from the experience?
If even one sole ghetto exists, all who live in the world are in a ghetto.
If even one Gulag exists, it’s a fallacy to think that someone might be
free. It’s very important to feel it with one’s skin. The issue is not that
Stalin and Hitler were criminals; the issue is that the whole of Europe
permitted Stalin and Hitler to operate. For a while Europe thought that
there could be extermination camps and Gulags somewhere and at
the same time in other places peaceful life would have a chance. The
famous adage ‘Ask not for whom the bell tolls, it tolls for thee’ is the
absolute eternal truth. Never ask who’s being arrested; you are always
the one who’s being arrested.
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WHO’S WHO
Viktor Shtrum’s family/In the flat
Anna Shtrum Viktor’s mother, an ophthalmologist (perished in the Nazi
gas chambers)
Viktor Shtrum Anna’s son, a prominent physicist who is a member of
the Soviet Academy of Science
Liuda Shtrum Viktor’s wife, mother of Nadya and Tolya
Nadya Shtrum a schoolgirl, daughter of Viktor and Liuda
Tolya Abarchuk (killed in the front) Liuda’s son from her first marriage
to Abarchuk
Genia Liuda’s sister
Novikov colonel in love with her

Institute of Nuclear Physics in Moscow
Sevastianov a young physicist, Viktor’s colleague
Sokolov a physicist and doctor of science, Viktor’s colleague
Shishakov General Manager of the Institute and a doctor of science
Kovchenko human resources manager of the Institute

Soviet labour camp
Abarchuk Liuda’s ex-husband, a political prisoner
Krymov ex-husband of Liuda’s sister, Genia, also a political prisoner
Monidze a political prisoner
Barchatov a criminal
Ugarov Barchatov’s crony, a criminal

Battle of Stalingrad
Novikov colonel in charge of the tanks (same colonel in love with
Genia)
Getmanov a political commissar, Novikov’s second in command
Vershkov a runner

Nazi concentration camp
Michail Mostovskoy an old Bolshevik
Ikonnikov an émigré
Ershov a Soviet officer
Osipov a Soviet officer
Liss an officer in the SS
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SYNOPSIS
ACT I

ACT II

Soviet nuclear physicist Viktor Shtrum remembers his mother Anna,
who perished in the Nazi gas-chambers. Her last letter to him was
mailed after she had been put to death.

The Shtrum flat:

The Shtrum flat, Moscow:

The phone rings. It is Stalin, who knows that after the war only nuclear
weapons will guarantee the Soviet Union equal status with Western
countries. Stalin wants to secure Shtrum’s loyalty since he is such a
prominent nuclear scientist. Shtrum realises that from this point on he
will have absolute immunity.

Shtrum, his wife Liuda and their daughter Nadya return to their flat
after being evacuated from the city. While they were away he made a
discovery in the theory of nuclear physics that could be a turning point
toward the creation of the nuclear bomb. The driver who helps the
family with their luggage cheerfully displays everyday anti-Semitism,
something Shtrum has already felt at work from his bosses at the
Institute of Nuclear Physics.
Soviet labour camp:
In Stalin’s concentration camp in the Soviet Gulag, Liuda’s ex-husband,
Abarchuk, is in despair. He was an ardent communist party member
and was imprisoned in the 1930s during the years of Stalin’s purges.
Abarchuk accuses the unscrupulous criminal Barchatov of not wanting
to work. But in the camp a murderer is held in higher regard than a
political prisoner.

After not repenting, Shtrum anxiously waits at home to be arrested.
Liuda tells her husband that she will follow him to prison.

Outside Stalingrad:
The Battle of Stalingrad, signifying the beginning of the victory over
the fascists, has begun. General Novikov, who is in charge of the tank
corps, remembers Genia’s nobility. He openly disobeys Stalin’s orders
and delays the tank attack for ten minutes to lessen the loss of life.
Soviet labour camp:
Abarchuk reports that Barchatov is stealing and obstructing the work
process. He feels that reporting Barchatov is his obligation as a good
communist. Barchatov kills Abarchuk.

Institute of Nuclear Physics, Moscow:

The Shtrum flat:

Shtrum confronts the managers Kovchenko and Shishakov and
elaborately praises Albert Einstein’s works that have been officially
denounced by Soviet science. They are angered by his liberal views.
Kovchenko asks, ‘Do you seriously think that the whole of Soviet
science won’t survive without the discoveries of Viktor Shtrum, Albert
Einstein and other Jews?’

Shtrum and Liuda bask in the afterglow of love and Stalin’s call. Shtrum
feels great compassion for the victims of Stalin’s repression but is
happy that their fate has not become his.

Shtrum realises that anti-Semitism is becoming the official policy of the
Soviet government and remembers his mother’s fate. In her last letter
she told him how the Nazis had ordered that all the Jews were to be
relocated to the ghetto.

Shtrum’s mother speaks to him, telling him that in the ghetto they have
heard the rumour that all the Jews are to be executed by the Nazis.
Nazi concentration camp:
SS Officer Liss speaks to the communist prisoner Mostovskoy about
the similarities of fascism and communism. Mostovskoy realises that
Liss is right and is tortured by doubts.

Nazi concentration camp:

Outside Stalingrad:

Michail Mostovskoy, a prominent communist and internationalist, tries
to reason with the other inmates who are prisoners of war. Young
Major Ershov, whose family died of hunger during a forced relocation
to Siberia, tells his story. Mostovskoy insists that all the victims of the
Soviet regime are justified – only the Soviet Union can oppose Nazi
Germany in this war.

Novikov gets a letter from Genia. She writes that she will follow her
convicted ex-husband Krymov to the camps. Novikov is arrested by the
secret service for disobeying Stalin’s order to immediately attack during
the Stalingrad battle.

The Shtrum flat:
Liuda welcomes her sister Genia to Moscow. Genia’s ex-husband,
Krymov, a prominent party commissar, was arrested by the secret
service. Genia has fallen in love with a young colonel, Novikov, who
commands the tank corps in the Stalingrad battle, but she feels morally
obliged to follow her ex-husband to the camps.
Nazi concentration camp:
Major Ershov initiates a secret anti-fascist society of prisoners.
Mostovskoy realises that to Ershov – who has lost all of his family to
Stalin’s collectivisation of the peasants – ‘anti-fascist’ also means ‘anticommunist’.
The Shtrum flat:
Genia remembers her first night with Colonel Novikov.
Soviet labour camp:
Barchatov demands that Abarchuk sign a document that would
allow him not to work for a week. When Abarchuk refuses, Barchatov
threatens to kill him during the night.
The Shtrum flat:
Novikov realises that, even though Genia loves him, she will always
consider him to be an outsider. He leaves for the Stalingrad front
resolute on becoming more worthy of having her.
Shtrum knows that the time has come for him to go to the Institute
to publicly repent and renounce his anti-Soviet ways. If he doesn’t,
he will be arrested and sent away. The memory of his mother’s fate
gives him the moral power to resist the regime and refuse to repent
his scientific beliefs.

Nazi concentration camp:
The talk between Liss and Mostovskoy continues. The communist
prisoners have reported Ershov to the camp authorities. He is to
be sent to the Buchenwald extermination camp and Mostovskoy
approves. Ershov had a distinct anti-Soviet influence on other
prisoners. He is an enemy, and enemies are to be destroyed.
The Shtrum flat:
It is Nadya’s birthday. Shtrum comes home after a meeting with Beria,
the head of the secret service, who wants to make sure Shtrum has
everything he needs for the important nuclear research he is carrying
out.
Shtrum’s colleagues and the Institute bosses come to celebrate Nadya’s
birthday. They tell Shtrum that there is vicious gossip abroad about
horrible camps, repression and executions within the USSR. They ask
Shtrum to sign an official letter saying they all are anti-Soviet lies.
Shtrum has a terrible conflict. To sign the letter means to betray his
mother’s memory and all the innocent people who were shot and
imprisoned. But he cannot bear the thought of losing his scientific
independence and fears for his family. He signs the letter.
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HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
Timeline
1917	Russian Revolution
1917–1923	Russian Civil War
1924	Lenin dies
1925
Stalin consolidates power
1928
Collectivisation sees millions of Kulaks exiled and
widespread famine
1928	Forced industrialisation begins in Stalin’s first
Five-year Plan
1933
400,000 expelled from the Communist Party
1934	Era of the Great Purge begins
1936	First Moscow Show Trial alleges Trotskyite
conspiracy
1937
Second Moscow Show Trial
1937	Purge of the Military
1938
Third Moscow Show Trial
1938	NKVD Purge – Yezhov purged, Beria takes over
1938	Era of the Great Purge ends
1939
Soviet-German Non-Aggression Pact signed
1939
Invasion of Poland – WWII begins
1941	German invasion of the Soviet Union –		
The Great Patriotic War begins
1941–1943	Heavy loses of territory
1941–1944
900-days Siege of Leningrad
Oct 1941–Jan 1942	Germans halted at the gates of Moscow
July 1942–Feb 1943	Battle of Stalingrad
Thousands of writers, historians and economists in the USSR write
by command what they do not believe. Professors in universities and
school teachers are compelled to change written textbooks in a hurry
in order to accommodate themselves to the successive stage of the
official lie.
Leon Trotsky, Stalin School of Falsification, 1937

The Great Purge 1936–38
The Great Purge was essentially Stalin’s method for consolidating
power and suppressing opposition. In 1932 Stalin’s hold on power
was tenuous, with opponents within the Communist Party looking to
curtail his power, bring Trotsky back from exile and release prisoners
arrested for opposition to the regime’s disastrous collectivisation
policies.
Among these voices of dissent was Sergey Kirov, leader of the Leningrad
Soviet apparatus, who began to openly oppose Stalin in 1932.
In 1934 Kirov was assassinated. Stalin claimed the incident was part
of a larger conspiracy to overthrow the government, controlled by
Leon Trotsky from abroad. Mass arrests culminated in the first of
three Moscow Show Trials in 1936 in which major opponents in the
Politburo were tried and executed after signing confessions of guilt.
Show Trials in 1937 and 1938 accomplished the destruction of all
major Bolshevik figures prominent in the Revolution, leaving only
Stalin. Though estimates are debated, tortures, exiles to the Gulag and
mass executions throughout all levels of society – from the factory to
journalists and intellectuals – claimed between 700,000 to over two
million victims and conditioned a society in terror and submission.
Arrests
Arrest most often meant torture: beatings, simulated drowning (waterboarding), sleep deprivation and the accused made to stand or sit in
agonising positions for days. Arguably the most effective method of
obtaining a confession was the threat of arrest, execution or expulsion
of the accused victim’s family to the Gulag – the policy of guilt by
association.
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Purge of the Military
Sparked by rumours of a planned coup – which may have been real
or misinformation planted by German spies – Stalin initiated a full and
harsh purge of the military in 1938.
In total, 30,000 members of the military were executed, including:
three of five Marshals (six-star generals); 13 of 15 Commanders (four
and five-star generals); eight of nine naval Admirals; 50 of 57 Corps
Commanders; 154 of 186 Division Commanders; and all 16 army
Commissars.
Half of the Red Army officer elite were eliminated – a major factor in
the disastrous 1939 campaign against Finland and the losses in the
early stages of war with Nazi Germany.
Persecution of the Scientific Community
Staunchly anti-intellectual and notoriously paranoid, Josef Stalin was
highly suspicious of the scientific community.
Attitudes to physics shifted from post-Revolution debate on Einstein’s
principles to total rejection and suppression during the Stalin era. Total
adherence to state thinking was mandatory with dissenting physicists
subject to state-approved harassment, loss of position and exile. Several
leading proponents of Einstein’s ideas perished in political prisons.
Thousands of scientists spent years in and out of prison. The sheer
volume of these ideological enemies of the state led to a new word in
the Russian language, ‘sharashka’, meaning a special prison in which
jailed scientists could carry on their research.
Stalingrad
The Battle of Stalingrad (July 1942–Feb 1943) is widely regarded as the
turning point in the war on the Eastern Front. Fixated on the capture
of the city bearing Stalin’s name, Hitler disregarded the advice of his
military advisors to bypass the city and instead ordered first a mass
aerial bombardment and then ground advance.

Ironically, the destruction wrought by the full-scale bombing worked
to slow the city’s capture, turning streets and buildings into rubble that
was difficult to navigate with tanks and heavy equipment. Filled with
natural warrens for snipers, the attack turned into a bloody street battle
with territory fought building by building and often floor by floor and
room by room.
Confident of victory, the German government produced medals
celebrating the capture of Stalingrad – yet despite capturing 90
percent of the city and driving the Soviet forces to a narrow strip of
land bordering the Volga River, they were unable to force a surrender.
Reinforced by boat and then by ice road, the Soviet Army held out
despite suffering major causalities and heavy bombardment.
Hitler’s refusal to allow a fall-back, the onset of harsh winter conditions
and stretched supply lines left the German army vulnerable. In
November 1942, the Soviets launched their counter-offensive,
Operation Uranus, sending six armies and one million men at the
vulnerable German flanks. Moving in a pincer formation, they quickly
encircled the 290,000-strong German Sixth Army.
German efforts to break out of the kessel (caldron) were unsuccessful,
shortages in petrol prevented rescue from units in the West and
attempts to supply the army from the air proved insufficient, dooming
the soldiers to hunger and exposure to the Russian winter. In February
1943 Field Marshal Friedrich Paulus surrendered his army of 91,000 men,
including 22 Generals – directly disobeying Hitler’s orders that they fight
to the last man and sealing the first major defeat of the Nazi military.
The Battle of Stalingrad was one of the bloodiest in human history
with over two million causalities. Fought as much for ideology as
strategic importance, it is a symbol of the senselessness of war. Visitors
to Stalingrad’s mausoleum, which pays tribute to the Soviet dead, are
greeted by Vasily Grossman’s uncredited words written in stone:
Yes, we were mortal indeed, and few of us survived, but we all carried
out our patriotic duty before holy Mother Russia.
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THE MALY DRAMA THEATRE – Theatre of Europe –
The Maly Drama Theatre was created in 1944 in St Petersburg at a
time when most theatres had been evacuated from the city. Founded
by the Regional Executive Committee, the small troupe performed in
towns and villages of the region and was virtually unknown in its home
city. In 1973 Efim Padve was invited to serve as Chief Director and
invited a number of well-known playwrights and young directors to
work with the company, one of whom was Lev Dodin.
From his first works, Lev Dodin drew public and critical praise for his
originality and skill with language. He also gained attention for staging
plays that dealt with the difficult realities of Soviet life, including an
adaptation of Fyodor Abramov’s House, which was initially deemed
unacceptable by communist cultural agencies.
Dodin became Artistic Director of the Maly Drama Theatre in 1983, and
today the company is not only recognised as a leader among Russian
theatres it has also received international acclaim for its innovative and
original stagings.
Dodin’s production of Life and Fate had its premiere in Paris in 2007.
The company, comprised of a group of the director’s last year students
and actors of the company, rehearsed in Poland at the Auschwitz
concentration camp and in the former Soviet Gulag country in the
north of Russia.
Today there are 57 actors in the Maly Drama Theatre. In addition to
its many performances in and around St Petersburg, the company
regularly takes part in leading theatre festivals worldwide. The
company has performed in more than 60 cities in Europe, Australia,
North and South America and Southeast Asia. In 1998 the company’s
reputation for excellence led the General Assembly of the European
Union to bestow the title Theatre of Europe. To date, only three
theatres in the world have attained this status: The Odeon in Paris,
Milan Piccolo Theatre and St Petersburg’s Maly Drama Theatre.

SELECT BIOGRAPHIES

ABOUT LEV DODIN
Lev Dodin was born in Siberia in 1944 where his mother had been
evacuated during the war. He began studying theatre as a child at the
Leningrad Young Viewers’ Theatre and after graduating high school
entered the Leningrad Theatre Institute where he studied with Boris
Zon, a student of Stanislavsky.
Dodin’s debut as a director came in 1966 with the televised
performance of First Love based on the story by Ivan Turgenev. Then
came dozens of shows staged at theatres in St Petersburg, Moscow
and abroad. Among these were It’s a Family Affair – We’ll Settle it
Ourselves, The Mirror, Rosa Berndt, A Gentle Creature, The Golovlev
Family and Bankrupt. Among his opera productions are Elektra for the
Salzburg Festival, Lady Macbeth of the Mtsensk District for Florence’s
May Festival, Mazepa at Milan’s La Scala, The Demon at Paris’s Châtelet
and The Queen of Spades in Amsterdam, Florence and Paris. His first
work for the Maly Drama Theatre was Karel Capek’s The Robber in
1974, and Abramov’s The House followed in 1980. He became the
theatre’s Artistic Director in 1983 and since that time his works for Maly
include Brothers and Sisters, Lord of the Flies, Stars in the Morning Sky,
Gaudeaumaus, The Possessed, Desire under the Elms, Claustrophobia,
The Cherry Orchard, A Play with no Name, Chevengur, Uncle Vanya,
King Lear, Life and Fate, Love’s Labours Lost and Long Day’s Journey
into Night.
Dodin began teaching acting and directing in 1967 and today he is
a professor at the St Petersburg Academy of Theatrical Arts where
he is the Chair of the Directing Department. He has taught several
generations of actors and directors, many of whom are currently
associated with the Maly Drama Theatre.
Many of Lev Dodin’s shows have won international prizes and
awards, including state prizes of Russia and the USSR, the Triumph
Independent Prize, Golden Mask National Awards and a Lawrence
Olivier Award. In 2000 he received the European Theatre Award and in
2001 was awarded the Russian Presidential Award.

Elizaveta Boyarskaya (Genia) was born in St Petersburg and graduated
from the St Petersburg Theatre Academy in 2007. She has been
with the Maly Drama Theatre since 2006 as an actress of the Young
Studio in roles including Goneril in King Lear, Gurievna in Caprise and
Rosaline in Love’s Labours Lost. She was a winner of a 2006 Gold Sofit
prize and the 2009 Youth Triumph Independent Prize and has starred
in a number of major Russian films.
Igor Chernevich (Kovchenko) was born in 1966 in Orsha, Belarus,
and graduated in 1989 from the Leningrad State Theatre’s Music and
Cinema Institute. He joined the Maly Drama Theatre in 1989 and
his roles with the company include Bogdanov in Gaudeamus, the
Musician in Claustrophobia, Shigalev in The Devils, Yasha in The Cherry
Orchard, Osip in A Play Without a Title, Piyusya in Chevengur, Jean in
Miss Julie and McDavoren in Shadow of a Gunman. He has appeared
in the films The Ring, Nicotine, The Spirit, Dolce Vita (Hungary) and
Knock-Out (Sweden). In Paris he appeared in the play Morphine at the
Theatre Bobigny.
Oleg Dmitriev (Liss) was born in 1970 in Leningrad, graduated in 1995
from the St Petersburg Academy of Theatrical Arts and has worked
at the Maly Drama Theatre since 1990. His roles with the company
include Nutso Vlad in Gaudeamus, Kedrin in Claustrophobia, Voinitsev
in A Play Without a Title, Roderick Jr in The Long Christmas Dinner,
Harlequin in Columbine’s Apartment, Petya in Small Restaurant
(Cabaret), the Fisherman and Sasha Dvanov in Chevengur, Oswald in
King Lear and Dull in Love’s Labours Lost. He was an Assistant Director
for Molly Sweeney and The Seagull, has directed The Love of Don
Perlimplin and Shadow of a Gunman at the Chamber Stage of the
Maly Drama Theatre and appeared in the films The Fortieth Day, I’m
Ivan, You’re Abraham (France) and Empire Under Fire.
Igor Ivanov (Michail Mostovskoy) was born in Leningrad in 1954 and
graduated from the Leningrad State Theatre’s Music and Cinema
Institute. He was a member of the Tomsk Young Viewers’ Theatre
from 1979 to 1980, joined the Maly Drama Theatre in 1980 and has
appeared in more than 20 roles with the company including Yegor in
The House, Petr Zhitov in Brothers and Sisters, Lopakhin in The Cherry
Orchard, Lebyadkin in The Devils, Glagolev in A Play Without a Title,
Simon in Desire Under the Elms, Barukh Naileben in The Disappearance,
Serebriakov in Uncle Vanya, the King of France in King Lear, James
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Tyrone in Long Day’s Journey into Night and Don Armado in Love’s
Labours Lost. He has also appeared in the films The Fantastic Tale, The
Snowstorm, Two Hussars, The Tarantula, Vavilov, The Black Marine
Guard and To Horse. He was named People’s Artist of Russia in 2004.
Alexander Koshkarev (Shishakov/Getmanov) was born in 1964 in
Leningrad and graduated from the Leningrad State Theatre’s Music and
Cinema Institute in 1989 (after which he was immediately accepted
as a member of the Maly Drama Theatre). He has appeared with the
company as Lysodor in Gaudeamus, the Muzhik in Claustrophobia,
Florisel in The Winter’s Tale, Erkel in The Devils, Yakov in The Seagull,
Toyama in The Damask Drum, Fire in Light Princess, Efim in Uncle
Vanya and Tommy Owens in Shadow of a Gunman.
Danila Kozlovskiy (Novikov) was born in 1985 in Moscow and
graduated from the Krondshtadn Marine Academy in 2002 and the
St Petersburg Theatre Academy in 2007. He has been with the Maly
Drama Theatre since 2006 as an actor of the Young Studio where
his roles include Edgar in King Lear, Barkalov in Caprise and Viktor in
Warsaw Melody. He is a winner of the 2006 Gold Sofit prize and has
starred in a number of major Russian films.
Sergey Kuryshev (Viktor Shtrum) was Born in 1963 in the town of Katta
Kurgan and graduated in 1989 from the Leningrad State Theatre’s
Music and Cinema Institute. He joined the Maly Drama Theatre in

1989 and his roles with the company include Sharaev in Gaudeamus,
the Artist, Conductor and Patient in Claustrophobia, Petya Trofimov in
The Cherry Orchard, Kirillov in The Devils, Platonov in A Play Without
a Title, Kopenkin in Chevengur, Frank Sweeney in Molly Sweeney,
Trigorin in The Seagull, Voinitskiy in Uncle Vanya, the Earl of Gloucester
in King Lear, Lukashin in Brothers and Sisters and Edmund Tyrone in
Long Day’s Journey into Night. He was a 1998 winner of the Gold Sofit
prize and a 2004 winner of the Golden Mask prize.
Alexy Morozov (Sokolov/Ershov) was born in 1979 in St Petersburg,
graduated from the St Petersburg Theatre Academy in 2001 and has
been with the Maly Drama Theatre since 2001 as an actor of the
Young Studio. His roles with the company include the Prince in Light
Princess, a man in Mumu, Efim in Uncle Vanya, Fedka the Convict in
The Devils, the Fool in King Lear, Byron in Love’s Labours Lost and
McQuire in Shadow of a Gunman. He has also been featured in a
number of films.
Daria Rumyantseva (Nadya) was born in Veima and graduated from
the St Petersburg Theatre Academy in 2007. She has been with the
Maly Drama Theatre since 2006 as an actress of the Young Studio
where she has been seen as Cordelia in King Lear, Nastia in Caprise,
the Princess of France and Jackenetta in Love’s Labours Lost and
Gerda in Snow Queen. She was a 2006 winner of the Gold Sofit prize.
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Oleg Ryzantsev (Sevastianov/Ikonnikov) was born in 1980 in Tallin and
graduated from the St Petersburg Theatre Academy. He has been with
the Maly Drama Theatre since 2005 as an actor of the Young Studio
where his roles include Goppner in Chevengur, Capiton in Mumu,
Tolkachenko in The Devils, a Servant in A Play with No Title, Custard in
Love’s Labours Lost and Malligan in Shadow of a Gunman. He has also
been featured in a number of Russian films.
Vladimir Seleznev (Abarchuk) was born in 1973 in Kiev, Ukraine, and
graduated in 1995 from the St Petersburg Theatre Academy. He has
been with the Maly Drama Theatre since 1993 where his roles include
Karamychev in Gaudeamus, Blum in The Devils, the Student in The
Cherry Orchard, Blum in Claustrophobia, Voinitsev’s Servant in A Play
Without a Title, Eduardo in The Long Christmas Dinner, Vasya in Small
Restaurant (Cabaret), Pierrot in Columbine’s Apartment, Prokofy in
Chevengur, Shaulik in The Disappearance, Medvedenko in The Seagull,

Alexander in Stars in the Morning Sky, Don Perlimplin in The Love of
Don Perlimlin, Edmund in King Lear and the King of Navarre in Love’s
Labours Lost.
Tatiana Shestakova (Anna Shtrum) was born in Leningrad and
graduated from the Leningrad State Theatre’s Music and Cinema
Institute in 1972. She acted at the Leningrad Young Viewers’ Theatre
from 1972 to 1975 and appeared in plays including What Would You
Choose?, Our Circus and There Once Was a Girl. She was a member
of the Leningrad Comedy Theatre from 1975 to 1981 where her roles
include Rita in The Muse, the Bride in The Wedding and Anna in
Don Juan Continued. In 1981 she joined the Bolshoi Drama Theatre
where she appeared in Uncle Vanya and The Department. She first
appeared with the Maly Drama Theatre in 1981 as Lizaveta in The
House and joined the company in 1984. She was named People’s
Artist of Russia in 1997, is a 1986 winner of a USSR State Prize and won
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the 1992 Triumph Independent Prize. Her roles at the Maly Theatre
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in The Seagull and Mary Tyrone in Long Day’s Journey into Night. She
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Life, Tsarevich Prosha and My Dear Beloved.
Elena Solomonova (Liuda) was born in Kaliningrad, Russia, and
graduated from the St Petersburg Theatre Academy in 2007. She
has been with the Maly Drama Theatre since 2006 as an actress of
the Young Studio where her roles include Regan in King Lear, Olga
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Christmas Dinner.
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